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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW 
August 31, 2019 
 
CHRIS BAKER  ( -12) 
 
 
Q.  All right.  Well, a solid second round after finishing with a 63 in the opening round.  
How different did it feel like today? 
 
CHRIS BAKER:  Made more bogeys today, but what was cool was I made another shot 
from the middle of the fairway, so it was a great day, awesome. 
 
Q.  Not hitting quite as many fairways and greens today as you did yesterday so it 
makes you things a little more tricky, but overall how satisfied are you with your play 
so far? 
 
CHRIS BAKER:  Yeah, very satisfied.  Today could have been, could have been definitely 
not a 69.  I was pleased with how I battled back and finished with eagle-birdie, which is 
pretty awesome.  Yeah, it's great to follow up a 63 with something under par and keep 
moving forward. 
 
Q.  Walk us through that eagle. 
 
CHRIS BAKER:  Gosh, that was pretty cool.  Hit driver off the tee.  Had 134 I believe, back 
left pin, wedge.  Wind was slightly into it, not much wind.  Flew about two paces, pace and a 
half back behind the hole and spun back in. 
 
Q.  What does the mindset have to be with these final two rounds with everything 
that's up for grabs?   
 
CHRIS BAKER:  I think it's, like I said yesterday, just another day.  It's difficult to put 
yourself in that perspective, but it's golf, it's what I've done all year and done a lot of and I've 
done a lot of good golf.  So I'll just rely on those past rounds, past experiences and see what 
happens. 
 
Q.  How reflective are you on the golf course of thinking where you're at, especially 
not far from home and how close you are to a PGA TOUR card? 
 
CHRIS BAKER:  Yeah, I mean, it's there, right, so you can't not think about it, but at the 
same time it's still golf.  You have to hit the shots and just have to keep moving forward.  
There's going to be bogeys like there was today and there's going to be tough stretches; just 
hopefully we can navigate that and keep it going. 
 
Q.  Chris, it's pretty crazy that this is the year that the Korn Ferry Tour moves to 
Evansville and this is an opportunity for you.  Is that kind of weird and crazy to think 
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about? 
 
CHRIS BAKER:  Pretty cool.  It's in my home state of Indiana, which is awesome, two hours 
away from home.  It's a great opportunity.  At Atlantic Beach a couple years ago, I live down 
there currently, so that was neat.  Unfortunately, I got dropped and ended up here, which I 
think that's a win.  The golf course is treating me very well and, yeah, just enjoying being 
here. 
 
Q.  Are you at all worried about what's going on with this hurricane path? 
 
CHRIS BAKER:  It keeps going out to sea.  I had a flight booked.  Personally, I'm the least 
of anybody's worries.  I think the people down there, they're obviously stressed out and 
worried.  Hoping the best for everybody, hoping that thing keeps going out to the ocean and 
everybody's safe.  Yeah, predicting the weather is difficult, but everything looks like it's 
moving out to see. 
 
Q.  Who the coolest or most random person you heard from after that 63 yesterday. 
 
CHRIS BAKER:  Gosh, the coolest or most random person? 
 
Q.  Maybe an old teacher or something? 
 
CHRIS BAKER:  How about my old college golf coach who sent me a couple emojis.  
Middle-aged man, Jay Horton, he's the best.  He sent me a couple of fire emojis.  I sent him 
back a couple thumbs up and maybe an upside down smiley face.  Yeah, all kinds of texts 
and fun stuff happening.  It's great when you play well and people are watching and follow 
along, so that's cool. 
 
Q.  I know it's not a 63, Chris, but backing up, how big of a deal, how big of that was 
for you?  We know you did Raleigh and it wasn't this great, this third round, but to 
back up a third round and keep the lead and extend the lead? 
 
CHRIS BAKER:  Yeah, it's cool.  Did a lot of great things.  Raleigh obviously didn't go as 
planned, but it's almost like I almost have to care less, if that's possible.  I think I just try so 
hard and it doesn't work out when you try hard, try to be perfect.  Instead, just go out and let 
it happen. 
 
Q.  You said yesterday that you felt almost stress free.  How do you feel today now 
heading into the final two rounds? 
 
CHRIS BAKER:  Chantal said I hit less fairways and greens.  I think I hit all the greens 
yesterday, so definitely less there today.  I missed one fairway I think yesterday, so definitely 
less there.  I'm not sure what I did today.  Today was more stressful, made some bogeys, 
made a few mistakes, but also had a couple great shots, had some birdies and even that 
eagle at 17.  Yeah, more stress than yesterday, but at the same time we're just enjoying it. 
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Q.  What's your thought heading into tomorrow? 
 
CHRIS BAKER:  Gosh, another day, another chance, another opportunity.  Yeah, that's 
what we've got. 
 
Q.  You holed out on No. 4 yesterday, No. 8 today.  Should we expect a hole-out on 
No. 12 tomorrow? 
 
CHRIS BAKER:  It was a gap wedge yesterday, pitching wedge today, so the 9-iron.  I had 
a 9-iron today on no. 1, didn't hole it out.  Tomorrow, who knows.  I've been hitting it great all 
week, so just keep doing that and see what happens. 
 
Q.  What past experiences pop up into your mind when you think about stressful 
situations and trying to balance that carefree attitude with knowing what's on the 
line? 
 
CHRIS BAKER:  This year, I mean, I think I had my best finish is fourth, I had a couple of 
them.  I was in position to do better than that several times and I felt like I kind of -- wouldn't 
say choked, I just kind of tried too hard, just didn't work out.  So I found that sometimes 
when I'm not playing well and I just almost swing at it, hit it, just kind of point and shoot kind 
of thing, it works out better.  We'll see.  It's golf.  Golf is -- you can't really force it, it just 
happens. 
 
Q.  Is there another time you can recall holing out from over 100 yards in back-to-back 
rounds in a tournament? 
 
CHRIS BAKER:  Yeah, no, no, that's a hard no.  That's pretty special, that's pretty cool.  Hit 
a lot of great shots, but for the ball to go in the hole, it's a lot of luck, too.  You can only steer 
it so close and then if it goes in, it goes in.  It's been very fun and fortunate and we'll just 
hope to keep it going. 
 
Q.  Iowa State won in triple overtime today. 
 
CHRIS BAKER:  I heard.  Didn't expect that.  Yeah, talked about a buddy of mine out in 
Boise, he's a UNI guy.  He was giving me a hard time, I said no chance.  But I knew it would 
be close, wasn't expecting triple overtime and just barely squeaking out.  We'll see.  I haven't 
seen them play, I don't know what's going on, but next week they play Iowa, so need to get it 
together. 
 


